
If your arriving from the Motorway: A14 (exit Faenza) just follow theses easy road

indications to arrive in a short space of time to our” Relais Villa Abbondanzi” (Which is

exactly 6, 5 km from the motorway exit.)

Continue on the A14 until you see the indications for exit for "Faenza"(coming in either directions Bologna or 

Ancona) 

Once you have arrived at the exit for Faenza and paid your Toll fee you can then reset the odometer.

Km 0

from the exit of Faenza Motorway

You drive straight ahead until you reach a 

roundabout



K 0+280

Roundabout

At the roundabout take the 1st exit and you will emerge onto 

the Strada Provincially SP8 and go straight ahead for 

approxiamalty 550 meters until you come to another 

roundabout 

K 0+830

Roundabout

At the roundabout take the 2nd exit and this will 

enable you to enter Via San Silvestro and continue 

straight ahead for roughly about (km 2,600metres)



K 3+430

Roundabout

When you are at the roundabout please take the first exit 

which will enable you enter the road called Via Pier Della 

Francesca always continue driving straight on for roughly 

another 1.2 km and then follow the road Via Convertite until 

you reach yet again another roundabout.( Km3,430metres)

K 4+630

RoundaboutRoundabout

At the roundabout take the 1st exit which will enable you 

to enter the road Via Marcello Malpighi and drive straight 

ahead for roughly 700metres. (Km 4,630metres)

K 5+330

Roundabout

At the roundabout take the 2nd exit which will

enable you to enter the road Via della Boaria and 

drive straight ahead for roughly 1 km



K 6+330

A Major road Junction

At the junction turn left and take the strada Statale

which is called SS9 and continues for approximately 

100 metres until you arrive again at a very large 

roundabout.( KM 6,330metres)

K 6+500K 6+500

Roundabout and Arrival

And finally all you have to do is just take the first exit 

of the roundabout and in front of you and drive 

directly into our entrance gate. “Relais villa 

Abbondanzi”

Where are Staff will be only too delighted to 

welcome everyone. 


